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For the our second best iPhone and Ohio Middle-America Pop coach Urban hits, the TIME sized camping sector, adopts
Rencontre Rer B of Maracaibo. Browse.

The text on the slides or posters must be in English and include the logo of the presenter's doctoral school.
How to participate? You can see who registred on the following list. Special care should be taken to keep the
subject understandable and explain the bigger picture; understandable meaning accessible to a public of
non-specialists. It now turns out to be all the more relevant as we are confronted with proliferation of
theoretical models and their interoperability as well as with the necessity of doing some more interdisciplinary
researches aims at shedding some light on unexplored or insufficiently studied aspects of an issue, aspects that
have been imaged only with one type of level of investigation which is often incomplete and full of gaps.
Practical information Breaking news! Today, far from being restricted to the disciplines concerned, the
plurality claimed by Language Scientists not only lies in the multiplicity of the aspects studied, but also seems
to be linked with the various methods used, whether they result from general approaches or from particular
theories or fields. Maybe we could even go as far as to suggest that the large variety of methods every
researcher is regularly confronted with might help them to consider the compatibility of different theoretical
approaches and the results they lead to. This issue has become essential. The speech can be either in French or
English. You can find below 3 of last year's presentations: During the day, oral presentations will be done and
there will be a poster session. You'll probably see some people you know on that list, so if your name isn't on
it yet, do not hesitate, register yourself! When chosing the speakers, the comity tried to reward both the quality
of the research and the clarity of the abstract, while also spanning as many fields in physics as possible. For
your information, you can have a look at last year's program and some presentation videos on the page of the
RJP edition. Should we rather opt for inter- or cross-disciplinary approaches? Propositions are to be sent to the
Organization Committee by e-mail rjc-ed univ-paris3. The huge success of the three previous editions, we
look forward to seeing you there to exchange on Physics in a stimulating and friendly atmosphere!
Participation is free of charge for everyone, but registration is imperative on our google form. This year, for
the 14th edition of the RJC, the theme will be : Questioning practices in linguistics research, or how do we
linguists conduct our research? We invite participants to present their work with regard to the following
questions: 1 To what extent do theoretical choices determine research work? The question of practices in
scientific research makes sense at every level of scientific investigation: the steps taken by language scientists
range from data processing and analysis before they can reach some conclusions that can either reinforce or
undermine a hypothesis that has been previously formulated on the ground of a definition of the specific aim
of an investigation. Hence the importance to determine how experts from various backgrounds deploy their
respective knowledge, method and approach, when presented with one and the same issue. Contributions must
both introduce the filed of the study and describe the work performed by the speaker in order to conciliate a
detailed scientific content and a educational form. Abstract submissions are opened until October,  Each
speech will last 15 minutes, with 5 additional minutes for questions. The oral presentations are carefully
chosen by the organising committee in order to showcase the innovative character of their research. The broad
program and the huge variety of subjects will provide a perfect atmosphere for casual discussion between
guests and participants. Disciplines concerned by the topic: Language education, semantics, syntax, phonetics,
phonology, natural language processing, language acquisition, translation studies, psycholinguistics,
sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, stylistics. Before the display of posters, each author will be invited to
present their work in a short oral presentation 5 min. Dictionnaire des Sciences du Langage, Neveu : 


